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B CARMON HARDY

reviewed by lowell C ben bennion professor of geography at humboldt state
university arcata california

in recent years studies of mormon plural marriage have multiplied almost as rapidly as polygamous families did more than a
century ago with this book cannon hardy who teaches american
history at california state university in fullerton has made a major
contribution to our understanding of the solemn covenant of plurality his study the mormon polygamous passage 1831 1911
began with his 1963 dissertation on the mormon colonies of
northern mexico and he has steadily expanded that research ever
since solemn covenant hardys first book serves as a marvelous
if belated commemoration of the centenary of
ofwilford
woodruffes
woodruff
woodruft
wilford woodruffs
1890 manifesto
the volumes length vague title and price should not deter any
student of LDS plural marriage from purchasing it if one discounts
the indexes the list of 262 post manifesto plural marriages and the
extensive notes at the end of each chapter the actual text amounts
to about 250 pages the 59 ratio of text to total length reflects the
confusion surrounding post 1890 polygamy and hardys penchant
for documenting his sources
barely hints at the scope and focus of the book but the
the title barelyhints
introduction makes clear its overriding aim to trace the transformation of mormonism from a society that idealized polygamy to one
now exalts the traditional monogamous home of victorian
that
xxi the book began as an attempt to explain why almost
america axi
half of the latter day saint churchs
churche top authorities along with more
than two hundred other men took plural wives after the 1890
manifesto hardy soon realized that a full understanding of poly
gamys
gabys protracted demise 1890 1911 required consideration of its
equally prolonged birth 1831 52 and of the periods when mor
mons practiced it openly 1852
85 or in hiding 1885
90 under
185285
188590
federal pressure to abandon it
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thus the first three chapters treat the churche
churchs efforts to make
a plurality of wives as much a part of its patriarchal theology as a
plurality of gods As a historian of ideas hardy places this attempt in
the context of a little known current of early modem western
polygamy
thought that favored poly
gainy over monogamy he takes issue with
those who portray plural marriage as incidental to the major thrust
they have underestimated
ofthe latter day saintpast
saint past 18 he insists theyhave
the importance attached to a divine order that would allow males to
satisfy their polygamous natures eliminate prostitution and even
whiten native americans such beliefs gained strength as the saints
gathered west to populate an ever expanding great basin kingdom
ironically in hardys view polygamy emerged triumphant in
mormon theology just as victorian america made monogamy a near
religion reform minded americans soon viewed mormon utah in
cormons now perceive worldly
much the same way that orthodox mormons
nevada hardy sees the growing gentile attacks on the saints as more
than a mere ruse to wrest control of the territory from the church
he concurs with an 1887 conclusion of the utah commission the
political history of the territory of utah and the system of plural
marriage are so closely interwoven that the one cannot be considered separate and apart from the other 57
cormons
Mormons strong belief in the blessonly by recognizing the mormons
ings of the abrahamic household title of chapter 3 hardy contends can one fathom their extreme reluctance to abandon the
plural principle from 1885 until at least 1904 the church in its
tactical retreat the manifesto of 1890 chapter 4 presented
itself as increasingly obedient while privately refusing surrender
127 it issued not one but a dozen or more declarations designed
to assure the nation that latter day saints would honor the laws of
the land these manifestos
manifestos invariably caused consternation among
outsiders controversy among church leaders and confusion

among members
hardys fine sense of irony manifests itself repeatedly as he
examines the retreat from the principle the gentiles notably
Pri bune pressured mormon
utahs governor and salt lake citys
cites tribune
leaders into submitting the manifesto to an immediate vote of the
church to make it more binding such pressure eventually helped
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persuade the church to make it an official revelation by adding
it to the doctrine and covenants 1908 hardy clearly agrees with
apostle marriner W merrills 1891 view I do not believe the
manifesto was a revelation from god but was formulated by
prest woodruff and endorsed by his councillors
Councilors
councilors and the twelve
apostles for expediency to meet the present situation of affairs in
the nation or those against the church 150
churche frequent authorizations of plural marriage at
the churchs
home and abroad after 1890 provide the best evidence in hardys
eyes of
Mormoni sms commitment to the principle and he devotes
ofmormonisms
mormonisms
the second half of the book chapters 5 10 to polygam
polygamys
ys long and
painfuldeath
painful
place but
tookplace
death intheearly
Inthe
in the early 1890s few plural marriages took
once utahns
utahna gained statehood 1896 the number increased first
under woodruff then even more under a cautious lorenzo snow
and finallymost
finally most of all unde
underjoseph
under rjoseph
joseph F smith see graph 317 rather
than inhibit mormon interest in contracting new polygamous
unions the B H roberts hearings seem to have intensified it with
the figure rising to forty in 1903 chapters 5 and 6 plus appendix 2
contain considerably more detail than michael quinns 1985 article
about the circumstances that prompted and enabled dozens of men
a majority of them prominent church leaders to imitate abraham
were merely two of nine
john W taylor and matthias F Cowley
cowleywere
or ten general authorities who did not let the 1890 manifesto deter
them from taking plural wives hardy even thinks it likely that president wilford woodruff also took a new plural companion in 1897
2
s
disagrees
biographer
woodruffe
woodruffs
latest
227 although woodruff
whether
woodruft
the president did or not the rising incidence of polygamy sparked
new rounds of debate among national progressive crusaders and
church leaders the smoot hearings of 1904 6 discussed in chapter 7 failed to convince the nation of mormon sincerity in giving
up plurality national skepticism compelled the church not only
to issue another manifesto but to request the resignations of taylor
and cowley
even those actions did not end authorized plural marriages
between 1904 and 1911 three dozen more were performed by
a dwindling number of certain general and local authorities committed to perpetuating the practice in response to the salt lake
1

1
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Pribunes reports of a new outbreak the church conducted its
tribunes
10
iglo
own hearings in 19
1910
1011
191011
loii
loll11 and at senator smoots urging it excom-

municated
munica ted andor removed from leadership positions a number of
polygamists just as the principles death knell finally seemed to
sound the mexican revolution forced the largest colony of mormon
11cohabs
co
cohabs
habs across the US border and brought polygamy once more
under the national spotlight by 1912 however as chapters 8 10
make clear monogamy had all but triumphed among a new generamormons and had brought them to a condition of estrangetion of cormons
ment from their polygamous past 338 while hundreds had
persisted in keeping plurality alive tens of thousands had accepted
the churchs
churche public statements and turned their backs on the
principle even on the refugees from northern mexico the few who
clung tenaciously to polygamy the so called fundamentalists simply
strengthened the churchs
churche determination to defend monogamy
for reasons not specified hardys concluding essay appears as
appendix 1 rather than as a chapter 11 some readers may find the
implications of its title lying for the lord as difficult to accept
as mormon responsibility for the mountain meadows massacre but
the phrase seems justified hardy demonstrates with numerous
examples how the hierarchy rationalized its use of questionable
measures to preserve the principle and to protect those striving to
keep it alive each successive crisis after the edmunds act of 1882
naturally led to greater dissimulation some church leaders recognized the trend and expressed their fear in the words of charles W
penrose that it might make the rising generation a race of deceivers 368 hardy concludes that the decision to project only
ceivers
agony upon the
the appearance ofcompromise brought all kinds of agonyupon
church including the persistence of mormon fundamentalism
376 he confirms what other scholars have found but places post
manifesto polygamy in a much broader and more balanced context
achievedhis his aim ofilluminatingpolygamys
professor hardyhas
ys
polygamys
hardy has achieved
of illuminating polygam
imprint upon the palimpsest of mormon history and in tracing the
trying passage of its decline he urges his readers to remember
that there were thousands of devoted men women and children
whose lives were given to its trial 352 appropriately enough
he dedicates the volume to them some may wish he had devoted
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mormons
Mormons particularly
more space to the trials experienced byplural
by plural cormons
the wives who comprised the highest percent of the population
involved and probably suffered the most they certainly deserve
lucid prose
another volume from hardys logical mind and generally lucidprose
resp ond to that request by revising and andpublishing
perhaps he can respond
publishing his
doctoral thesis
aboutpoly
polybook about
write another
towrite
anotherbook
however hardy may hesitate to
gamy
garnyforthe
that prompted
gamyforthe
forthe same kinds of personal considerations thatprompted
victor W jorgensen to withdraw his name as coauthor xi both
authors found the experience a trying one because of negative reactions from certain kith and kin who seem to share the churchs
churche
sms plural past the better
view that the less written about Mormoni
mormonisms
perhaps though thanks to their superb illumination of mormon
iams
isms rough passage from monogamy to polygamy and back to
monogamy others will find it easier to speak and write about the
plural and tangled lives of so many nineteenth century saints
to the credit of both carmon hardy and the university of illinois
press solemn covenant has very few typos and unclear passages
369
for one example of the latter see the last sentence on page 369.
the book contains a set of photographs mostly of key leaders of the
church but fails to integrate them directly with the text only three
of the illustrations include wives and the one 1I like best does not
identify seven young mothers each holding an infant in exile in
mexico at the turn of the century
many readers may find solemn covenant a bit too solemn in
his relentless search forepost
for post 1890 polygamists hardy seldom offers
forpost
any relief from the sturm unddrang
und drung
drang that accompanied the passing
p ortrayal of the fate of the few who entered the
of the principle his portrayal
plural order after 1890 evokes so much pathos that one longs for
some humor from say dixie or sanpete folklore several portraits
make the polygamists seem like rather pathetic figures see for
ofapostle george W teasdale on pages
example hardys treatment of apostle
222 27 the book thus often conveys the impression that plural
living had no redeeming features
such an image clearly counters the pollyanna conclusion that
veryunhappy
unhappy mostseemed
most seemed
while some polygamous families were very
to have gotten along very weil
weli
well 3 neitherview
neither view adequately represents
113
313
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cormons
Mor mons
the complex reality of plurality for two generations of mormons
whether practiced openly or secretly plural marriage affected its
eways that
actions based on
ways
diverseways
alu
alb
aiu ations
generalizations
generald
generalb
participants in such diverse
divers
broad gener
thatbroad
specific periods and sources become suspect even within a single
plural family members reacted to the principle in markedly different
fashion and their reactions often changed through time 4
the recent spate of polygamy studies may seem like a surfeit to
some readers but if solemn covenant is correct about the central
place of plural marriage in nineteenth century mormonism then
polly gamie apostle orson hydes favorite topic according to
one unmarried woman in manti deserves many more scholarly
articles and books
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